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Is it FAIR to use these repositories?

Researchers are asked to make their research outputs FAIR – where to publish?

Thousands of public, institutional and domain-specific repositories

Help from guidance and catalogues (FAIRsharing, re3data, EOSC Catalogue)

..but how to gather and reference outputs across multiple repositories?

What about contextual information?
Aims of FAIR Research Objects

Describe and package data collections, datasets, software etc. with their metadata.
Platform-independent object exchange between repositories and services.
Support reproducibility and analysis: link data with codes and workflows.
Transfer of sensitive/large distributed datasets with persistent identifiers.
Aggregate citations and persistent identifiers.
Propagate provenance and existing metadata.
Publish and archive mixed objects and references.
Reuse existing standards, but hide their complexity.
RO-Crate: Practical and general purpose

**Infrastructure independent** – avoiding repository/service silos
*Practical, lightweight, robust*

**Familiar, developer friendly**, web native, machine- and human-readable, search-engine accessible
*Adoptable Linked Data JSON and PIDs*

**Embrace diversity, legacy, unknowns**, open-ended, multi-interpretation, self-describing, interlingua
*Adaptable Metadata Profiles*

https://www.researchobject.org/ro-crate/
Realizing FAIR Digital Objects with RO-Crate

Reference existing repositories
Re-use Web standards (JSON-LD, schema.org)
Persistent identifiers w/FAIR Signposting
Add context: people, projects, etc.

RO-Crate Metadata file
- id
- type
- description
- datePublished
- author
- organisation
- license

Structured metadata about the RO-Crate and content

RO-Crate Content
- files
- directories

By reference (PID, URL)
- https://github.com/o/script
- https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5841615

https://www.researchobject.org/ro-crate/specification.html
RO-Crate is used by multiple international projects. Applied across research domains – from life sciences to cultural heritage.

https://www.researchobject.org/ro-crate/in-use/
Adding rich metadata to existing data platforms

The CS3MESH4EOSC project combines major data services into the federated ScienceMesh.

Users can collaborate across established data repositories and data science services.

FAIR Description Service (based on Describo Online) to annotate data using RO-Crate.

Domain-specific profiles for additional metadata requirements.

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7310739
https://doi.org/10.3897/rio.8.e95972
https://cs3mesh4eosc.eu/
https://arkisto-platform.github.io/tools/description/describo-online/
Data Cubes – earth observation data

The EOSC project RELIANCE use RO-Crate to package data cubes of earth observation data, along with documentation, images and workflows.

Connects to related infrastructures for execution/analysis.

Metadata includes temporal coverage, spatial coverage and vertical coverage.

ROHub publishes the archived RO-Crates to general-purpose repositories (Zenodo, B2Share) for longevity and PIDs.

Fouilloux et al (2022): International conference on FAIR Digital Objects
https://doi.org/10.24424/nz65-v565
https://doi.org/10.3897/rio.8.e93940
HMC Hub Energy: FAIR Time Series of energy consumption measurements

Capturing & describing Time series:

- Electricity
- Gas
- Heat
- Drinking Water
- Compressed air

Günther et al (2022): Use Cases in HMC – from Generation to Reuse of Data
Helmholtz Metadata Collaboration
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7157694
https://helmholtz-metadaten.de/en/fair-data-commons/overview
Annotating plant research data

The RO metadata file is automatically generated, converting from ISA folder structure and annotations. It is stored using Git LFS to support large data. Reuse established standards including ISA Model, CWL.

Investigation
Study
Assay

https://isa-tools.org/

https://nfdi4plants.de/content/learn-more/annotated-research-context.html
Building an EOSC ecosystem of FAIR Workflows

- EOSC projects BY-COVID, EOSC-Life, EuroScienceGateway, BioDT exchange rich Workflow RO-Crates within an emerging EOSC ecosystem of workflow services

- Workflow Crates transfer
  - identifiers, authors, license, workflow system
  - executable workflows in their native format (e.g. Galaxy)
  - interoperable CWL description of the workflow
  - software citations (e.g. tools used)
  - required data sources
  - test suites
  - workflow execution provenance

https://workflowhub.eu/
https://www.researchobject.org/workflow-run-crate/
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